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1: Test Equipment : Test equipment projects and tools - The www.enganchecubano.com
This list of suggested tools, test equipment and accessories for the new ham is in no way "all inclusive", but should help
you in the beginning stages of setting up your new ham station and hopefully help you to prepare it for your future
adventures in ham radio.

I originally began this "how-to" around or so. Since then, while some of the parts I mention below have
become obsolete, many now have SMD versions available, which are operationally identical to the listed part.
In the world of amateur radio, "homebrew" is the art of building homemade radio equipment. I think I have
more fun building a piece of equipment and making it work like I want than I do operating. You can spend as
little or as much time or money as you want. So, now if I say I "roll my own," you know I mean I make my
own radio equipment, not So how do you start? I found the best place to begin building your own radio
equipment was by reading books and collecting circuits from magazine articles of equipment others had built.
Not to just copy them, but to learn from them, to educate some of that gray matter upstairs. Published by the
ARRL. Published by the ARRL, currently out-of-print. Published by the ARRL, also out-of-print. Published
by the ARRL, and out-of-print. Published annually by the ARRL. Published by Cambridge University Press.
Published by Newnes, originally by H. This book has been updated and now lists Jerry Whitaker as coauthor.
Sabin and Edgar O. Williams and Fred J. Radio, Electronics, Computer and Communications," 7th edition.
ANY book written by Dr. Microwave Journal, published monthly by Horizon House. Applied Microwave and
Wireless, publish monthly by Noble. The last four magazines belong to a category called "trade magazines,"
intended for RF engineers and technicians. I love trade magazines. You can learn as much from the ads as the
articles in these things. QST magazine, August , pp. Still a great design philosophy, one of my favorites. QST
magazine, November, , pp. A 5-part article that appeared in QST magazine: QST magazine, February , pp.
Full QSK is beneficial and easy to achieve without relays at low power levels. QST magazine, August, , pp. A
2-part article that appeared in QST magazine: Careful design is the key. QST magazine, October, , pp. QST
magazine, January, , pp. I think a good DMM digital multimeter is essential. Everything else you can build if
you like. But what does that mean? This also means I can solder just a bit faster. As far as hand tools are
concerned, I recommend getting the best you can afford. I personally favor tools designed for electrical or
electronic work, from either Klein hand tools or Xcelite by Cooper Tools. Both of these brands are excellent.
Greenlee also makes some excellent tools. What hand tools will you need? I think the absolute basics are:
With these tools, you can cut and strip wires, poke holes and cut on metal, and turn fasteners. But much
creating and repairing can be done with just the tools on this list. The next stop for me was building a kit or
two. I liked kits quite a bit, still do. Everything you need in one package. My very first kit was a crystal radio
kit my father bought for me when I was about 12 years old. Listening to distant broadcast stations in bed at
night was great I built this receiver in about a week of idle time, but was a bit disappointed when I turned on
the power. All I heard was a bunch of garbled voices. Darn, where did I mess up? I took the radio to the local
Heathkit store where I bought it and told the service man there what my problem was. He checked it out, and
said "except for a few cold solder joints, it works fine. It was then that I discovered what "BFO" meant on the
front panel. Later, as I gained experience, I tried scratch-building projects from magazine articles, so
collecting electronic parts became an activity. I did this for each project as I built them. The first projects I
attempted to build this way were messy to say the least. But I kept swinging, and after a couple of successful
projects, repeating the parts mining activity became tiresome. So I made a list and built up a supply of
commonly used and available parts. Nowadays, I build kits or whip up projects of my own design. Oddly
enough, most of the parts I use in my own designs come from my list. General purpose bipolar transistors: I
usually purchase a few each of the assorted packs, plus packs of 51, , 1k, and 10k. Look for small value 1pFpF
disc ceramics, various values of electrolytics, and packs of. I also like tantalums for critical audio applications,
but they tend to be a bit more expensive. I use T37 and T50 sizes the most. Ferrite beads, 43 mix. As you can
see, many items on this list are general-purpose electronic devices and parts. If a component fails or I need a
part, a GP device is usually available locally. Great company, they have all kinds of fun RF items at pretty
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reasonable prices. You can find these in small quantities from various distributors. A few years ago, I started
stocking some surface-mount components, and larger. And I have received some of the free SMD prototyping
kits offered from time to time from Phillips, and I periodically "beg" for free samples from the other
semiconductor manufacturers as well. The worst response I can get is "No. No, of course not. For more
advanced homebrew pursuits, I use the following software programs: Some version demo or feature-limited of
each of these Windows programs is available for download for FREE! There, that should get you started. If
you run into a problem or have a question, drop me an email.
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2: WB8ZCC's Ham Homebrew Page
My main activity during the last years has been fixing Amateur Radio equipment. To do that, I also buy and fix test
equipment which is, on itself, a nice hobby. I am also very interested in vacuum tube technology, as the contents of this
site will show you.

Every amateur radio station should be provided with the following minimal test equipment: A
frequency-measuring instrument accurate to within 10 Hz. An accurate digital multimeter with a high-voltage
probe for safe measurement of voltages above V. A well-regulated bench power supply For the advanced
Ham: For more sophisticated station adjustment SSB audio, modulation envelope, tones in digital modes etc.
An oscilloscope with a minimum 3 dB bandwidth of 50 - MHz. An audio signal generator or tone-generator
software covering 50 Hz - kHz. A good-quality frequency counter with a minimum frequency range of MHz,
preferably with a 1 GHz C-channel. A handheld antenna analyser. An FM communications service monitor. A
tracking generator for use with the spectrum analyser, or alternatively a vector network analyser VNA. A
number of good-quality fixed RF attenuators. A good RF step attenuator. A variable-voltage bench power
supply 0 - 20V, 25A. A vector network analyser free-standing or PC-based. For those interested in radio
performance evaluation: We have already accumulated a pretty good little RF lab here. For radio performance
testing, we can add: A second high-quality RF signal generator and a hybrid combiner, for 2-signal receiver
testing. An audio 2-tone generator, or equivalent tone-generator software. An RF noise generator. A precision
10 MHz frequency standard with low phase noise, to clock other instruments using a 10 MHz reference e. A
pulse generator, for AGC and noise-blanker testing. Baseband spectrum-analysis software, for filter response
measurements etc. As the old saying goes. Next, we will get into some specifics
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3: Tools and Test Equipment for the New Ham Radio Operator
Meters and Test Equipment. Test your station equipment with ham radio meters and test equipment from DX
Engineering! We've got everything you need, including SWR/wattmeters and dummy loads from industry leaders like
Diamond and MFJ.

This depends on your wife! If you want more operating time on the air, my advice is to reply to a "Can you fix
this? Many new hams realize that during the initial setup of a ham station that they have to cut wire, coaxial
cable, tighten nuts, solder, need a screwdriver, or a wrench or two and test their final antenna installation.
They also realize that in the instructions that came with that new whiz bang antenna they just bought or are
tring to build that they need a way to adjust their antenna for lowest swr and then it "dawns" on them, that it
has to be mounted on a support of some sort up high! Do you have a means to install it such as a ladder? All of
this requires a minimum of hand tools and accessories to get the job done just to get on the air in most cases!
The list is NOT all inclusive. Add to the list if and when you see the need. You will notice that individual sizes
usually are not mentioned. The choice will be yours and depends on the application. You will loose one or two
along the way. They have a habit of becoming invisible especially if kids are in the family! A good set of
screw drivers. Look for a phillips head type and a flat blade type. There are many different sizes of screw
drivers out there. Pick and assortment of the sizes you think you may need. Multi-use screw drivers are vary
handy and they have usually 4 different blades that can be interchanged in the handle and one tool will do the
job of 4 saving you space in your tool box. Remember those tiny screws in the hinges of your glasses The size
and type depends on the amount of tools you may want to add in the future. These vary in size according to
the wire size that you will be cutting. As a general rule of thumb, many wire type antennas that you may build,
require 12 or 14 gauge wire, so the wire cutters should be of appropriate size. Wire crimpers would be a good
tool to have latter on. These aid in the connection of various connectors to wire ends and splices. Some even
have small bolt cutters built in Wrenches and socket sets. Adjustable wrenchs are recommend as they are
multipurpose and fit many different size nuts or you can get the open end types or closed end types to suit
your taste. Many choices are yours in socket and wrench sets that come in handy carrying cases for good
prices with a wide assortment of sizes to fit "all". Very handy for removing knobs. A couple of different sizes
of "Channel Lock" types are very handy along with regular hand sizes. Some come with wire cutter ends. A
pair of "Vice Grips" is a great help. Great aid for antenna work! A 50 foot tape measure is very helpful with
building hf antennas. Not really considered a hand tool, but you will certainly use it. Many hams swear by it.
A good sharp pocket knife or utility knife. Used for trimming insulation from wire, coax, etc. Use as needed
and be careful. This will depend on your ability to solder. There are many good "How to Solder" web sites out
there. When soldering, practice, practice and lots more practice for the inexperienced! Soldering Guns are
used for larger soldering jobs, like soldering coax connectors, small copper tubing, putting on PL connecters,
and the like. All of those tools I left off of this list that will come as time passes and you get more acquainted
with exactly what you may need depending on how far you want to go with your station and your ability Do
not use metal ladders near power lines! A good bench Vice either temporary mounted or permanent. Very
handy as a "third" hand, especially when putting on rf connectors, plugs, etc A large supply of Suggested Test
Equipment for the New Ham: Again, not presented in any particular order of importance 1. Yes, you may have
a built in unit in your radio, but how do you know it is accurate? An external meter is invaluable in trouble
shooting station problems! This will strictly be an individual choice. Some are built into different radios, some
are external. Assure yourself your meter is the right one for your station by reading the specifications of it.
4: HOMEBREW HAM PAGES by AF4K
Homebrew Test equipment This page is a compilation of links that describes test equipment built by experimenters and
amateur radio enthusiasts. The rights belongs to their respectives authors.
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5: Etymology of ham radio - Wikipedia
Follow the links in the table to read reviews. You can also add a new product or service in the Tools & Test Equipment
for the amateur radio work bench category.

6: Test Equipment Projects
Test Equipment for the Radio Amateur includes equipment for measuring current, voltage, value of components,
frequencies, receiver performance, RF power, antennas and transmission lines, noise, and much more. For the
home-brewer it features a number of projects, from a simple fuse tester to a high quality GHz signal source.

7: ARRL :: RSGB Publications :: Test Equipment for the Radio Amateur
www.enganchecubano.com Free Ham Radio Classified Ads from www.enganchecubano.com The biggest and best ham
radio classifieds on the web! Buy, sell, trade HF and VHF equipment, towers, antennas, rotators and more!

8: Homebrew test equipment for the radio amateur
Short video talking about basic Amateur radio test equipment.

9: Radio Test Equipment | eBay
It is important as an amateur HAM radio operator to test your equipment to ensure that your output is operating the way
it should be. Test your HAM radio power supply with several models of SWR and power that can detect HF, UHF, VHF,
and VSWR.
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